bluestore - Documentation #39522

fix and improve doc regarding manual bluestore cache settings.
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Description
Seems like bluestore_cache_kv_max no longer exists and defaults have changed.

Related issues:
Copied to bluestore - Backport #41288: mimic: fix and improve doc regarding m... Resolved
Copied to bluestore - Backport #41289: luminous: fix and improve doc regardin... Resolved
Copied to bluestore - Backport #41290: nautilus: fix and improve doc regardin... Resolved

History
#1 - 05/01/2019 09:17 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Backport set to nautilus

#2 - 08/06/2019 11:33 AM - Jan Fajerski
- Backport changed from nautilus to nautilus, mimic, luminous
- Pull request ID set to 27859

#3 - 08/06/2019 11:33 AM - Jan Fajerski
- Status changed from New to Pending Backport

#4 - 08/15/2019 09:11 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #41288: mimic: fix and improve doc regarding manual bluestore cache settings. added

#5 - 08/15/2019 09:11 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #41289: luminous: fix and improve doc regarding manual bluestore cache settings. added

#6 - 08/15/2019 09:11 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #41290: nautilus: fix and improve doc regarding manual bluestore cache settings. added

#7 - 11/04/2019 09:51 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved" or "Rejected".